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1. Project description: Seeing is believing - Imaging the nanoparticles biological
identity card
Abstract
Nanoparticles (NPs) have a huge potential in biomedical and life science applications. During the last
decade it has been become more and more clear that the biological behaviour of nanoparticles within
our body is determined by a particle-specific identity card composed of adsorbed protein layers
rapidly forming in contact with human plasma or cellular media. The adsorption of these proteins
layers on the surface has been found to affect the cellular transport, uptake and clearance of many
NPs, as well as their ability to be effective in targeted drug delivery applications in vivo [1].
Understanding how these layers are formed, how to read and write them; and how the body
interprets these fundamental signals is critical for the realisation of nanomedicine based therapies
during the next decades. However, reliable methods to observe and measure this protein corona (PC)
dynamically need to be developed if NPs are to be implemented in nano-medical applications [2]. The
large number and variability of proteins (size, structure, isoelectric point) coupled with their low
imaging and spectroscopic “contrast” make the dynamic study of the PC complex. Our research
focuses on studying the protein corona formed by serum around AU NPs (50 nm) using advanced
imaging and spectroscopic techniques.

Background
Functionalised NPs could be used to overcome limitations of molecular imaging and drug delivery. The
ability to design them with various morphologies and chemical compositions may help to prove the
therapeutic index of drugs by enhancing their efficiency, circulation life time and increasing their
tolerability in the body. NPs used as drug delivery vehicles must exhibit certain properties which
address critical issues such as transport, uptake and clearance of the active molecule [1]. There are
also various biological barriers that need to be overcome by the nanomaterials to achieve a sufficient
therapeutic localised effect. The most significant of these barriers is the reticuloendothelial system
(RES) which initiates a process called opsonisation. This process is usually in charge of preventing
bacteria and other pathogenic organisms from persisting in the bloodstream. The opsonisation
process for NPs starts rapidly on contact with plasma with adsorption of antibodies; proteins like
opsonin, laminin, bronectin, apolipoprotein and thrombospondin, by electrostatic forces such as van
der Waals, ionic and other interactions. These antibodies attract phagocytic cells with corresponding
antibodies which bind to the NPs. The absorbed NPs would be removed from the blood circulation by
the phagocytes (also called Kupffer cells) into liver, splenic red pulp macrophages as well as lungs' and
other organs macrophages. The RES affects all nanomaterials above the renal threshold limit of 10 nm
[3].
The conventional method to escape the RES is to create a hydrophilic surface which repels plasma
proteins [4] e.g. coating the NP with polymers like polyethylene glycol (PEG) [3], [5]. Although this
approach seems to work ex vivo there is no reliable strategy to eliminate protein adsorption and hide
NPs from the RES. This lead to the emergence of the term protein corona (PC) in 2007 which inhibits

more than just the appreciation of protein adsorption but also the beginning of the identification of
the proteins molecules by mass spectrometry [6]. Moreover, the introduction of this term also
including the emerging of the discussion about the biological impact of opsonisation onto NPs’
surfaces.
The PC does not only affect the efficient targeting of drug-delivery vehicles. Moreover it acts as a “biotransformation” of the NPs’ surface altering their ex vivo (and presumably in vivo) characterised
properties in terms of their pharmacological and toxicological profile, [6] as well as their
physicochemical properties, i.e. colloidal stability, surface charge, reactivity etc. This means the PC
makes the biomedical application of NPs’, despite prior characterisation, harder to understand and
therefore more unpredictable. Although some general principles have been revealed, reliable
methods to observe the PC dynamically do not currently exist [2]. New ideas about the relevance of
the PC emerged more recently, seeing it not only as an obstacle but also as a tool to enhance drug
delivery and cellular targeting establishing the term “biomolecular corona” [6]. In both cases the
reliable imaging and measuring of the PC is the key to understand its role in the interaction of NPs’
with biological medium. Yet the large number and variability of proteins and particles as well as the
low imaging and spectroscopic “contrast” make the dynamic study of the PC complex.

Figure 1: Layering of proteins onto the surface of Au NP when entering biological medium.

Experimental
Our research focuses on studying the protein corona formed by serum around AU NPs (50 nm) using
advanced imaging and spectroscopic techniques.
Imaging of the protein corona is a considerable challenge in terms of spatial and temporal resolution
as well as maintaining the stability of the bio-interface during the measurement. Transmission
electron microscopy delivers an appropriate resolution but the electron beam can break the chemical
bonds of proteins and create free radicals which cause secondary damage to the sample. Negative
staining with uranyl acetate uses the heavy element uranium to increase the weight of the proteins,
thus their contrast. The negative stain does not penetrate the proteins but acts more like a cast which
is less radiation-sensitive [7].
The approach to determine mechanistic information of the nanoparticle surface and biological
interactions are grounded in with spectroscopic techniques, in addition to biological and imaging
methods. Thus, specific and non-specific interactions are measured in a variety of serum containing
media for a variety of NPs with different surface charges, compositions, crystallinity and solubility.
Whilst dynamic light scattering (DLS) is utilized to characterise surface properties and surface

interactions (e.g. IR, ζ-potential) special attention will be paid to novel dynamic measurements using
techniques more typical of colloidal science and adapted to the study of the protein corona, which are
surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). Protein adhesion
forces will be measured using atomic force microscopy (AFM) which can yield fundamental
information about the thickness and stiffness of the protein corona. AFM is underdeveloped for
particle-protein interactions in biological media and yet offers fast dynamics and the potential to
measure interactions down to nanoNewtons [8]. The development of this technique in the context of
protein corona science is unique internationally and within Australia, and consists in probing the
strength of protein-surface interactions using an AFM cantilever with attached nanoparticles.
Our measurements via dynamic light scattering (DLS) helped us to obtain in situ size and zeta potential
measurements which with careful analysis can show reproducible increases in size and altered zeta
potential up to 120 min of incubation. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) can capture the dimension and
mechanical properties of the protein corona at the surface of individual NPs. With transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) using negative staining we obtained contrast information of the proteins
layering onto the NPs. Furthermore, we identified which proteins are mainly absorbed onto the NPs’
surface depending on time using surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS). First SERS
measurements indicate a change of protein composition over incubation time and a visible change in
the composition of the PC.

Figure 2: a) and b) show the DLS measurements of the hydrodynamic diameter and the zeta potential of pure AU NPs and AU
NPs incubated in human serum (FBS) for 120 min, respectively. c) shows AFM imaging of incubated AU NPs. d) shows TEM
image (stained with 2% UCL) of incubated AU NPs. e) shows the SERS measurements of incubated AU NPs and controls (pure
AU NPs, FBS).

The need to use Synchrotron Radiation for this research
Different than conventional laboratory X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), we can obtain more intense and higher
energy radiation form the synchrotron radiation sources as well as shorter angles of scattering (S <
0.10°) with Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS). Moreover, the Synchrotron radiation setup is able to

record an in-situ SAXS pattern in a short time which is not the case with conventional XRD. As XRD,
SAXS is an X-ray diffraction-based technique, where synchrotron radiation is used as a source, which
occurs when charged particles are accelerated in a curved path or orbit. Any charged particle which
moves in a curved path or is accelerated along a linear path will emit electromagnetic radiation. When
the wavelength of the electromagnetic radiation is of the same order as the length of a sample
particle, the particle will scatter the radiation. Detection and analysis of this scattering pattern can
yield valuable information about the size, shape, and internal structure of the particle.
Our preliminary results form a good base of information of the kinetic formation process of the protein
corona. Nevertheless, the corona tends to be weakly scattering in comparison to the nanoparticle
itself and conventional X-ray diffraction-based technique cannot detect it. Therefore, we hope to get
more detailed information with a more sensitive technique at the Australian Synchrotron Facilities
with SAXS measurements of the protein corona.

Planned SAXS experiment
The evolution and structure of biological colloidal particles in solution can be measured in situ using
SAXS. Since the adsorption of proteins onto nanoparticles will influence the x-ray scattering profile,
the growth of the protein corona (and potentially its folding structure) may be inferred from
diffraction data.
During the SAXS measurements the protein corona formation will be measured in a custom made in
situ cell containing a peristaltic pump attached to the capillary tube as the basic design to ensure
circulation of the particles through the x-ray incident beam as used in [9]. Silicone tubing will be
utilized to prevent adhesion of the proteins to the surface. Variation of the incubation temperature
and time will allow to study the growth mechanism structurally going beyond previous studies. Special
attention will be paid to determining structural information of folding and unfolding mechanisms of
adsorbed proteins in both the soft and hard corona after washing procedures and sequential
incubation (e.g. serum free media followed by serum containing media).

Figure 3: In situ cell setup for planned SAXS experiment as used in [9].

Expected outcomes
Recent studies about nanoparticles-protein complexes measured with SAXS do exist, for example [10]
and [11], however, not in regards to the dynamic changes over time. Using the previously described
in situ setup, we hope to get results that show a dynamic change of the protein corona composition
over time. These unique results will reinforce our preliminary results. Furthermore, we are confident
that the results will be part of several publications concerning imaging, measuring and understanding
the protein corona. Figure 4 shows the results of [9] using the in situ cell setup.

Figure 4: Time-resolved in-situ SAXS patterns recoded on a mesoporous silica synthesis; (a) X= room temperature, (b) X= 40°C,
(c) X= 50°C and (d) X= 60°C. Image obtained from [9].

2. Significance and national benefit
Whilst nanomedicine holds an unquestionable promise in medical diagnostic, disease prevention and
treatment our knowledge of how the living organisms interact with synthetic nanostructured particles
is still in its infancy. The dynamic process of formation of the protein corona together with the
adsorption of molecular factors onto the surface of nanoparticles and the resulting immunological
expressions by phagocytic cells, indicates that there is an inherent mechanism for recognition that is
triggered in the presence of nanoparticles. This proposal recognizes this cooperative process involving
the particle’s surface chemistry, the properties of the media (say blood plasma) and specific receptors
on a cell’s membrane and aims to bring it to the forefront of nanomedical research. The significance

of the research result is clear when one considers that this is the major barrier for the acceptance of
nanomedicine by the mainstream pharmaceutical industry.
Certain receptors on a macrophage’s membrane may interact early with the protein corona which
exposes predominantly albumin on its surface, and other receptors may be activated for recognition
at later stages and through alternate protein compositions in the corona, triggering removal from the
circulation. Studying these open strategies for the design and manipulation of nanoparticles that
target selective cellular populations effectively. New imaging techniques must be adapted to account
for the speed of these biophysiochemical process and for resolution dilemma - resolving nanoscale
dimensions in large biological volumes- if we are to achieve these challenges. These questions are
being tackled globally and will continue to receive important global recognition in high impact
journals.
At a national level this work ultimately aims to improve lives through building essential knowledge for
the implementation of nanomedical devices and therapeutics. Hence this aligns well with the Strategic
Research Priority: Promoting population health and wellbeing. The proposed research addresses the
Priority Goal of optimising effective delivery of health care and related systems and services by
defeating the most dangerous diseases and achieving better health outcomes for Australians while
reducing health care costs.
This project builds on knowledge previously build by the ARC in other funded activities focusing on
new imaging modalities, nanoparticle synthesis and toxicology and brings them together to achieve
new aims. The project is thus multidisciplinary and will draw together expertise from across different
higher education research institutions developing new knowledge, fostering international
collaboration and innovative solutions which will lead to the generation of intellectual property. These
in turn are likely to generate new opportunities to encourage employment in the biotechnology
sector, which is one of the lifeblood of emerging technologies and provide competitive advantages to
established industries of national importance such agriculture, resources and healthcare.
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